Abstract-We consider a receiver design for a Hybrid Automatic-Repeat-reQuest (HARQ) system protected by polar codes against transmission errors. This integrated detectiondecoding receiver targets a packet link for which channel state information during HARQ retransmission is unavailable at the receiver. Under such channel uncertainties, we propose a secondorder cone programming (SOCP) approach for diversity combining without resorting to decision-directed channel estimation prone to error propagation. We formulate an integrated SOCP receiver by jointly exploiting the constraints from diversity channel models, subspace separation, and forward error correction codes. Unlike traditional turbo receiver algorithms that require iterative exchange of soft information between detector and decoder, our proposed SOCP receiver solves as a single-integrated convex optimization problem. This formulation is also versatile and extendable to a plurality of practical scenarios. We further investigate the means for enhancing the receiver performance and the HARQ throughput. Numerical results demonstrate the substantial performance benefits of the proposed joint SOCP receiver.
I. INTRODUCTION
H YBRID Automatic-Repeat-reQuest (HARQ) is an error-control mechanism for packet error recovery, consisting of Automatic-Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) protocols and forward error correction (FEC) codes. Generally, ARQ relies on acknowledgements and timeouts for reliable data transmissions. Given a negative acknowledgement (NACK) or a timeout, a packet retransmission is attempted for the failed packet. This process continues until receiving a positive acknowledgement (ACK) for successful packet transmission, or upon reaching a maximum number of retransmissions. Building upon the ARQ protocols, HARQ further takes advantage of FEC codes. There are two popular strategies for HARQ transmission and reception known as Chase combining (CC) and incremental redundancy (IR). In CC, each retransmission repeats the originally coded data packet [1] , whereas in IR, incremental parity check bits are sent in subsequent transmissions [2] . In the literature, both combining schemes have been extensively studied. Although HARQ-IR can potentially achieve superior throughput performance than HARQ-CC, it incurs the cost of additional equipment complexity and signaling overhead [3] . Moreover, there are also fading channels for which an IR system may actually performs worse than a CC system if all systematic bits are included in the first transmission in an IR scheme [4] . By balancing complexity and performance, in this work we employ HARQ-CC, also known as maximum-ratio combining (MRC) in the context of fading channels.
As a key component of HARQ, FEC coding protects against possible reception errors caused by noise, interference and channel distortions. Well-known channel codes, such as turbo codes and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, have been used in conjunction with ARQ for decades. Recently, polar codes as a new class of linear block codes have received a lot of attention. Proposed by Arıkan [5] , polar codes are known to be provably capacity-achieving on binary-input discrete memoryless channels (B-DMCs) while admitting lowcomplexity encoding and decoding. Using a nice and simple concept called channel polarization, N identical realizations of B-DMCs can be transformed into N virtual bit-channels, which become either extremely noisy or completely error-free as N approaches infinity. It has been proven that such polarized channels have no capacity loss as the fraction of noiseless channels equals the symmetric capacity of B-DMC [5] . Thus, one can easily approach a rate of transmission close to the channel capacity simply by transmitting information bits over those polarized noiseless channels while leaving frozen bits on the polarized noisy bit-channels. Beyond discrete channels, more recent efforts have studied the practical use of polar codes on AWGN channels [6] - [8] and fading channels [9] . To further improve throughput efficiency, polar-coded modulation schemes are discussed in [10] and [11] . See [12] , [13] for a comprehensive treatment of polar codes. In this work, we will apply these state-of-art techniques to high-order modulated data transmissions over Rician fading channels.
There exists a rich literature of HARQ works, mostly focusing on throughput analysis [14] - [17] . The authors of [14] studied ARQ protocols from an information-theoretic view using the renewal-reward theory. In [15] , Narasimhan introduced a delay-limited throughput as a key performance metric for delay-sensitive applications over fading relay channels with HARQ. Furthermore, the throughput achievable by an optimized variable-rate HARQ protocol was analyzed in [16] . 0090 -6778 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Recently, the authors in [17] proposed a parameterized method that can derive semi-closed expressions for any ARQ and HARQ-CC schemes. On the other hand, there also exist works on channel estimation and data detection in ARQ systems [18] - [20] . Samra and Ding in [18] developed adaptive bit-to-symbol mappings for each ARQ retransmission, and presented a quick candidate enumeration technique for sphere decoding. In [19] , estimation and equalization of frequencyselective channels for a class of low-bandwidth downsampled ARQ systems were studied. In addition, authors in [20] proposed a partial response ARQ transceiver system that preserves full retransmission diversity under orthogonal spacetime block codes (OSTBC) with low decoding complexity. This work presents a diversity combining scheme for HARQ based on second-order cone programming (SOCP) under the polar coding. In particular, we develop a joint SOCP receiver given only partially available channel state information (CSI) at receiver. Such partial CSI availability represents a scenario in which HARQ retransmissions can shorten the length of bandwidth-consuming pilot sequence that is mainly used for channel estimation. Our proposed receiver can overcome the channel uncertainties to jointly detect and decode the source information over multiple HARQ retransmissions. Starting with the detection of initial transmission based on estimated channel, we introduce diversity-combining receiver to exploit the time diversity from packet retransmissions without further sending pilots for CSI estimation. We integrate a set of polar code constraints to tighten our optimization solution by removing invalid codeword configurations.
We point out that the receiver developed in this work is not confined to polar codes. The principle is in fact applicable to a wide class of FEC codes. For example, our conference paper has demonstrated such a design paradigm with LDPC codes in wireless relay networks [21] . We note that, as a new class of capacity-achieving codes, polar coding theory has been extensively studied under the assumptions of binary inputs and non-fading channels. In contrast, only a few works addressed the practical application of polar codes for improved error control in HARQ. The work [22] proposed an HARQ-IR scheme based on rate-compatible polar codes while the authors in [23] derived a throughput bound on a proposed HARQ-CC scheme therein. A more recent treatment of polarcoded HARQ-IR scheme emerges in [24] as a generalization of [22] . Our work here, extending our conference paper [21] , serves to incorporate the newly popular polar codes into practical communications systems. Further, beyond the joint detection-decoding receiver in [25] , our new joint receiver design presents another original contribution by considering the practical case of channel uncertainties (partial CSI) in polar-coded HARQ systems. We note that the joint receiver in [25] admits zero-forcing property, whereas the proposed receiver in this work has the proven MRC-certificate.
We organize our manuscript as follows. First, Section II describes the system model and briefly discusses the wellknown turbo receiver in conjunction with polar codes. Section III presents the SOCP detection formulation by elaborating on various available constraints to refine the SOCP receiver. We then prove the MRC-certificate of the proposed SOCP receiver in this section. We further integrate polar code constraints to form an integrated (joint) detection and decoding receiver in Section IV, together with the demonstration of bit-to-symbol mappings that link SOCP detection and polar code constraints. Moreover, in Section V, we discuss the benefit of joint SOCP receiver for HARQ and its impact on the overall throughput. Section VI presents simulation results of the basic formulations and some variants in several test scenarios. Section VII concludes the paper. 
II. POLAR-CODED HARQ TRANSMISSIONS

A. Notations
B. Polar Codes
A polar code of rate R = K /N is specified by (N, K , F ), where N is the codeword length in bits, K is the number of information bits in a codeword, and F is a set of cardinality N − K which indicates the (non-information bearing) frozen bit locations chosen from {1, 2, . . . , N}. Let n log 2 N and G ⊗n 2 = G 2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ G 2 be the n-fold Kronecker product of the polarizing kernel G 2 = 1 0 1 1 . Then, the polar codes are encoded as c = uG N via the generator matrix G N = B N G ⊗n 2 , in which B N is a bit-reversal permutation matrix defined in [5] .
The construction of a polar code consists of a critical step to determine the frozen bit set F . This step sorts the virtual bit-channels in terms of error probability and selects the K most reliable ones out of N bit-channels. For binary erasure channel (BEC), binary symmetric channel (BSC), and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, polar code constructions are well studied in the literature [5] - [8] . Specifically, it was pointed out that various construction algorithms produce equally good polar codes under AWGN channels given carefully selected design-SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) parameter [12] . For block fading channels, a practical approach is to treat the mobile wireless channel in each fading block as an AWGN channel, so as to apply the aforementioned construction algorithms [9] . However, one approach [9] suggests the use of instantaneous SNR as the design-SNR, which requires online code constructions and in practice may have to be content with out-dated SNR information instead. In light of the universality claim [12] , we empirically find a fixed design-SNR that leads to superior performance so that frequent SNR reporting and code (re)constructions are avoided.
In modern spectrally efficient wireless systems, high-order modulations play an important role following code constructions. In the literature, multi-level coding (MLC) [10] and bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) [26] are two well known techniques to achieve high spectral efficiency. One complexity of the MLC approach for practical use arises from the need for using several component codes of different code rates at different bit levels [11] . In contrast, BICM treats all bit levels equally, thereby simplifying the modulation process, despite its sub-optimality. Taking these factors into consideration, we shall employ BICM throughout this manuscript. In particular, as shown in Fig. 1 , the coded bits in a BICM setup are (optionally) interleaved according to some pseudo-random pattern and partitioned into tuples of coded bits, of which each tuple is then mapped to a high-order modulated data symbol.
C. HARQ Baseband Model
Consider the system diagram of Fig. 1 . The source information bits u are first encoded via a polar encoder and the interleaved codeword c (i.e., the codeword c after interleaver) is then forwarded into a QAM modulator. 
where h consists of the channel fading coefficients and
is the AWGN. Note that our assumption of flat fading channel model can be easily generalized to frequency-selective fading channels. We can model the channel response of each subchannel in a multi-carrier transmission system as flat fading.
The HARQ receiver for diversity integration will then demodulate the symbols based on all the signals received to date before sending the log-likelihood ratios {L[n]} N n=1 to the polar decoder. Here, we use the low-complexity successive cancellation (SC) decoder; other more powerful polar decoders are also applicable, such as the CRC-aided decoders in [27] . If all the transmission errors are correctable by the SC decoder, an ACK will be issued to request a new packet. The transmitter will retransmit the original packet either upon receiving a NACK on the feedback link or upon expiration of a timer without receiving an ACK. To focus on critical aspects, we assume the feedback link is error-free. Furthermore, we impose an upper limit on the number of retransmissions to ensure reasonable delays.
In this work, we primarily consider a polar-coded HARQ system configured with a single transmit antenna N t = 1 and possibly multiple receive antennas N r ≥ 1. The wireless channel is assumed to be Rician fading and is quasi-stationary over independent packet transmissions. Specifically, a channel coefficient with gain σ 2 h is modeled as
whereh ∼ CN (0, σ 2 h ), the parameter κ characterizes the level of relative channel fluctuation and φ is the phase of line-ofsight (LOS) path [28] .
For the sake of notational clarity, we stack (up to L) multiple rounds of received signals
Note that h is a channel vector of length L N r . In this work, we are interested in a scenario that h is only partially known at the receiver. In particular, Sections III and IV will develop the basic joint detection-decoding receiver for a special case where only the initial transmission channel h 1 is known before detection and decoding. Section V-B will also address more general situations in which some parts of the channel are known while others are not. We assume in Section III that the channel remains static during one codeword transmission. Therefore, for block fading channels in Section III and IV, we do not consider interleaving. However, in Section VI-D, we will adapt the basic formulation to fast fading scenario where interleaving becomes effective.
D. Turbo Receiver
Turbo receiver is known to be near-capacity-achieving given perfect CSI and will be a performance benchmark for our newly proposed receiver algorithm. In its basic paradigm, a turbo receiver consists of a soft-in soft-out (SISO) detector and an SISO decoder [13] utilizing belief propagation (BP). Extrinsic information, typically in the form of log-likelihood ratio (LLR), is exchanged between these two SISO blocks. In each turbo iteration, the detector outputs the extrinsic LLR values to the decoder, whereas the decoder provides the computed LLRs as a priori information to the soft detector for updating LLR [29] .
The special characteristics of polar codes, however, make turbo receiver for polar codes somewhat different from turbo receivers for other linear block codes such as LDPC codes. Unlike conventional linear block codes, polar codes have factor graph representations consisting of many extra intermediate check nodes and variable nodes [5, cf. Fig. 12] . Nonetheless, the SISO detector can only generate LLRs for the codeword bits to the decoder. The LLRs of those intermediate variable nodes (except frozen bits) have to be initialized to 0 in the first iteration of the turbo process since no a priori knowledge is available, while LLRs of frozen bits are initialized to infinity (assuming frozen bits are set to 0).
III. A SEQUENTIAL CHASE COMBINING HARQ
DETECTOR UNDER PARTIAL CSI We begin our new receiver discussion by developing a Chase-combining HARQ detection algorithm that is applicable when only partial CSI is available to the receiver. In particular, we consider HARQ transmission strategies in which only the initial packet transmission is accompanied by pilot symbols. To improve spectral efficiency, subsequent HARQ retransmissions in our system no longer insert such bandwidthconsuming pilots.
A. SOCP Sequential Chase Combining
Based on the pilot symbols that accompany the first HARQ transmission, we can apply traditional techniques to estimate the CSI h 1 . From the known channel h 1 , we then can determine the unknown data symbolsx[m] according to the least squares (LS) criterion min.
The above steps are typical in traditional detection. On the other hand, given additional HARQ retransmission, information from the received signal r[m] should be combined when attempting to improve data detectionx [m] . To this end, we introduce a linear diversity combiner θ ∈ C N r L×1 such that the received symbols from the multiple received signal r [ 
wherex[m]'s and θ are variables to be optimized, and the bound τ [m] ≥ 0 can either be fixed based on SNR or minimized dynamically. The optimization in (5) may be further improved by considering additional constraints. For example, we can exploit the orthogonality of signal and noise subspaces in the received signal vector r[m] to constrain the variable vector θ . To retrieve the subspace information, we apply singular value decomposition (SVD) on M snapshots of received signals such that
where U s spans the signal subspace (mixed with noise components) and U n spans the pure noise subspace [30] . Thus, when (estimated) noise subspace U n is available from signal analysis [25] , we can enforce the classic subspace separation U H n θ = 0 to avoid channel noise amplification.
Recognizing the finite alphabetical nature of the channel signal constellation, we may further impose the integer con- 
where the weight λ τ is used to balance between the initial LS error
. The weight λ τ may be dynamically set according to the number of retransmissions. This convex optimization problem can be readily solved by popular interior-point methods.
B. SOCP-SCC Convergence Analysis
Ideally, if CSI for each transmission is available to a Chase combining receiver, maximum ratio combining (MRC) is the an optimum linear receiver to achieve maximum received signal to noise ratio. Given the formulation in Eq. (7), we are interested in the convergence of the proposed SOCP-SCC receiver.
Specifically, we establish the MRC-certificate of the diversity combiner θ, in the sense that θ is asymptotically an MRC receiver h/ h 2 
We have the following proposition that establishes the MRC-certificate of SOCP-SCC receiver.
Proposition 1 (MRC-Certificate): As codeword length M → ∞ and SNR → ∞, the diversity combiner θ obtained from SOCP-SCC optimization converges in probability to MRC receiver
where ν = R x /P x and ρ = σ 2 n /P x . Proof: See Appendix. From this result, we have the following supplementary observations. When channel noise is negligible, it is easy to see that θ = h/||h|| 2 owing to the subspace separation U H n θ = 0 in which the scaling by 1/||h|| 2 is due to the first and second constraints in Eq. (7) . Although the intermediate step in Eq. (8) may be omitted without affecting the final claim, it is important for us to establish the combiner's convergence property in a practical SNR regime. We note that the intermediate combiner property relies on statistical information only, which means that these information can actually be gathered beforehand to obtain a closed-form approximation of the SOCP-SCC solution.
IV. INTEGRATION OF POLAR CODE CONSTRAINTS:
JOINT SOCP-SCC RECEIVER
We note that the traditional turbo receiver relies on message passing between symbol detection and error correction. Such an iterative receiver can suffer from error propagation when the initial symbol detection fails to deliver data symbols of sufficiently high quality. This problem can be particularly serious in our HARQ system that relies only on partial CSI. To improve the reliability of the symbol detection, it is advantageous for us to integrate as many FEC codeword constraints as possible to deliver more reliable data symbols in the first stage. Our previous works have demonstrated the benefit of such receiver integration for LDPC encoded packets.
A. Polar Code Constraints
In this work, we improve the SOCP-SCC receiver by integrating the FEC code information in a unified optimization process. Particularly, we shall use the polytope P defined in [31] to characterize the polar code constraints.
Let G be the sparse factor graph of polar codes with variable node set I = {1, . . . , N(1 + log 2 N)} and check node set J = {1, . . . , N log 2 N}. It is observed that a check node in G is connected to either 2 or 3 variables nodes. For each check node j ∈ J with neighbors N j = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 }, the local convex polytope P j is defined by inequalities
where f [s] ∈ [0, 1] is the relaxed real value associated with a binary integer bit. For a check node j ∈ J with only two neighbors N j = {s 1 , s 2 }, the local polytope P j is defined by
In addition, let T denote the cutting plane that sets all variables in the frozen set to zero, i.e., f [s] = 0, ∀s ∈ F . Then, the polytope P is the intersection of all local polytopes P j and the cutting plane T :
We now need to incorporate the check nodes inequalities (9) and (10) into our SOCP-SCC optimization framework. To accomplish this, we will employ additional (linear) constraints that connect the QAM signal symbols {x[m]} to the bit variables { f [s]|s ∈ C}, where C ⊂ I denotes the set of codeword bits among all bit variables. In the following, we outline the linear constraints for widely used square QAM with Gray mapping.
B. QAM Mapping Constraints
The 4-QAM with Gray mapping admits affine relationship between bits and symbols. Without loss of generality, for each bit string, we let the left-most bit denote the most-significant bit and the right-most bit denote the least-significant bit. Thus, the 4-QAM modulation mapping between bit and symbol follows
In general, higher-order square QAM with Gray mapping does not have such nice affine relationships between bits and symbols as shown in 4-QAM. However, bits and symbols in generic QAM can be linked by introducing indicator variables q m,d , m ∈ M = {1, . . . , M}, d ∈ Q = {1, . . . , Q}, where M and Q are the index sets of time instants and signal constellation, respectively. Further introduce {s d } d∈Q to be the signal constellation points in QAM. Let X 1 m, denote the index set of constellation symbols whose -th bit is 1, that is, X 1 m, = {d ∈ Q| -th bit of s d is 1}. Then, we have the following linear constraints for high-order QAM as first proposed in [32] Re{x
where = 1, . . . , log 2 Q.
C. Joint SOCP-SCC Formulation
Before summarizing the joint optimization problem, we modify the objective function by incorporating an additional cost term
since it has been found in [31] that minimizing 
In order to apply JSOCP-SCC to a standard conic solver, we split the real and imaginary parts of the complex symbols. for high-order QAM. The presented SOCP is then readily solvable by primal-dual interior-point method whose complexity is O(n 3 ) with input vector length n [33] . Specifically, in terms of the system parameters, n = 6M + 2L N r + N + N log 2 N for 4-QAM, while n = 6M + 2L N r + N + N log 2 N + M Q for higher-order QAM. Note that soft information of each codeword bit can be generated for further decoding purpose after obtaining the combiner θ through (14) .
Recognize that, by integrating the (relaxed) polar code constraints, we can tighten the optimization solution to reduce detection errors and lower the possibility of error propagation. These newly added polar code constraints are consistent with the SOCP-SCC formulation. In fact, they serve to further remove invalid polar codewords from the solution. Therefore, JSOCP-SCC inherits the MRC-certificate of SOCP-SCC shown in the last section.
V. DISCUSSIONS
A. Iterative Turbo Processing Beyond JSOCP-SCC
Our major contribution in this work lies in the new joint JSOCP-SCC receiver based on an integrated convex optimization. Although turbo receiver is the major competitor of our proposed receiver, we do not dismiss the concept of turbo processing. Indeed, the JSOCP-SCC receiver is a more reliable Chase-combining receiver and can generate more accurate estimated symbols. Consequently, the improved symbol detection can improve the reliability of the polar decoder downstream. In fact, we could leverage the turbo processing principle to further achieve an even more reliable JSOCP-SCC receiver.
Specifically, note that the LLRs γ [s]'s in the cost term
of JSOCP can influence the overall performance. Initially, the LLRs are less accurate in current JSOCP scheme, as the LLRs are based on the initially known CSI h 1 only. Inspired by the turbo receiver, we can apply the same iterative principle to the JSOCP receiver. As a matter of fact, it is a simple replacement of the SISO detector in turbo receiver with the proposed JSOCP detector, while the BP decoder remains unchanged, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . We shall label this new iterative receiver as turbo JSOCP-SCC.
B. Pilot Allocation and HARQ Throughput
Thus far, we have been focusing primarily on the HARQ transmission system in which only the initial transmission channel is known. This case represents an extreme scenario by allocating all pilot symbols for training the initial channel in order to minimize the necessity for retransmissions.
In spite of the fact that throughput performance can be improved by reducing the HARQ retransmissions, the above extreme scheme is not guaranteed to be the optimum pilot allocation. To examine the impact of flexible pilot allocations on JSOCP-SCC performance, we shall provide simulation test results in the next section (Section VI-H) in which we fix the total number of pilot symbols to attempt different allocation schemes. In general, more pilot symbols lead to better block error performance and fewer HARQ retransmissions. Hence, one incentive is to allocate more pilot symbols in earlier transmission rounds. However, in medium-to-high SNR regimes, a few pilots in early HARQ transmissions may suffice, whereas more pilots will actually lower the throughput efficiency. In such a flexible HARQ system, many design factors may improve the throughput efficiency, e.g., power of pilots, pilot positions, as well as the maximum number of retransmissions, among others.
To the best of our knowledge, few literatures explicitly investigate the relationship between training arrangement and throughput efficiency in HARQ systems [34] , although there do exist plenty of insightful works on training and throughput in one-batch transmissions [35] , [36] . Since the scope of this work is on robust HARQ receiver design, we shall investigate the optimum pilot placement and allocation among different retransmissions in future works.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Test Setup and Performance Metrics
This section provides numerical results with respect to the performance of the proposed SOCP receiver in diverse scenarios. In particular, we use the commercial solver, MOSEK [37] , with large-scale interior-point implementation to solve the SOCPs. Throughout this section, we assume the flat-fading Rician channel model, including Rayleigh fading as a special case (κ = 0). The line-of-sight (LOS) path phase is set to φ = π/6. For test purposes, we use medium-length polar codes of rate 1/2, such as (512,256) and (256,128), at the design-SNR of 4dB. Here, we employ the low-complexity Arıkan's Bhattacharyya parameter method [6] to construct polar codes, as the authors in [12] have shown equally good performance of the proposed construction schemes at their respective "optimized" design-SNR. Without loss of generality, we set the number of receive antenna N r = 1, unless explicitly stated. Note that the SOCP formulations are applicable to N r > 1 without any modifications.
The major competitor against our JSOCP-SCC receiver is the turbo receiver, in which the BP decoder of polar codes uses the standard log-domain sum-product algorithm (SPA) with maximum iterations set to 50. Notice that turbo receiver requires CSI of each transmission. For those unknown channels described in the system model, turbo receiver takes a decision-directed channel estimation approach by treating data symbols recovered from the last detection round as pilots. In each subsequent turbo iteration, the estimated channels will be updated by using more accurately recovered codeword. The stopping criterion of such an iterative turbo receiver requires either that all parity checks are satisfied or that the number of turbo iterations reaches a maximum preset number, which is set to 5 here for reasonably good convergence.
For our proposed algorithms, notice that the combining outputs are un-quantized and can be further processed by channel decoder to improve the performance. Particularly, we use the low-complexity successive cancellation (SC) decoder [5] . By extensive simulations, we empirically select λ τ = 10 and λ f = 10 to emphasize the combining constraints and code constraints, respectively. In this work, our primary metric of interest is the throughput efficiency measured in bit per channel use (equivalent to bps/Hz by assuming unit sampling rate and unit bandwidth). Concretely, the throughput efficiency is a ratio defined as the number of correctly received information bits over the number of complex symbols used for their transmission [38] . The number of correctly received bits is counted as zero if there is no successful packet decoding within the maximum number of transmissions allowed; this number is set to 5, the default value in IEEE 802.16 standard [39] . If the CSI is obtained through training, we will also count the number of pilot symbols in the denominator of the throughput formula; otherwise (perfect CSI), no pilot consumption is assumed.
B. MRC-Certificate Verification
As shown, JSOCP-SCC asymptotically possesses the MRC-certificate. This subsection provides corresponding numerical evidence. The Rician channel K-factor κ is set to 5, and 4-QAM modulation is assumed. First of all, we examine the bit error rate (BER) between JSOCP-SCC and MRC that possesses full (perfect) CSI. We show both the uncoded and coded BER in Fig. 3 when one retransmission occurs. N r = 1 and 2 in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively. It is clearly seen that JSOCP-SCC performs almost identically as full-CSI MRC in each figure. Another interesting result is the mean squared error (MSE) between the SOCP solutions and the ideal MRC combiner, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . As expected, results from both the SOCP solution and the ideal MRC are close. A secondary observation is that more receive antennas N r = 2 lead to more accurate estimation. This observation is consistent with the BER performance, as we can see that the coded BER of JSOCP-SCC is closer to that of full-CSI MRC when N r = 2.
C. JSOCP-SCC Under 4-QAM and 16-QAM
Simulation results are demonstrated in this subsection for throughput comparisons between JSOCP-SCC receiver and turbo receiver. The experiments are performed on 4-QAM and 16-QAM, respectively, both under Gray mapping. As we can see in Figs [17, eq. (29) ] are illustrated along with the simulated curves. It is clear that the throughputs of the two practical receivers are well bounded from above by the theoretical curves. Notice that since half-rate code is used, the maximum throughput efficiency is 1 bps/Hz and 2 bps/Hz for 4-QAM and 16-QAM, respectively. Hence, this means that the throughput gain of JSOCP-SCC over turbo receiver is more than 10%. On the other hand, we can observe that the performance gap diminishes at high SNRs, because both JSOCP-SCC and turbo receiver deliver well-estimated codewords when SNR is high enough. In addition, it can be seen that channels with less fading (κ = 5) lead to superior throughput performance.
D. JSOCP-SCC With Multiple Fading Blocks
The fast-fading scenarios arise often in practical wireless communications, for example, when mobile users move quickly. In this subsection, we test the JSOCP-SCC and turbo receivers with and without interleaving under such a scenario. For simplicity, we continue to assume block-fading channels, but with shorter coherence time. The receiver is assumed to know when the channel state changes based on channel estimation and change detection. In other words, the issue of out-dated CSI is not considered here. Given the fast-fading channels, interleaving can help take advantage of the time diversity [26] . Accordingly, the symbol-to-bit mapping constraints in Section IV-B should be matched to the interleaving pattern. In addition, more detectors θ 's need to be introduced in the JSOCP-SCC formulation, that is, θ (i) is used to equalize the fast-varying channel in the i -th quasi-static period. Correspondingly, more subspace separation constraints are needed (one for each detector θ (i) ), whereas the polar code constraints remain unchanged.
We show the numerical results for fast-fading scenario in Fig. 6 , where each codeword experiences 4 fading states of the channel. The throughput efficiency is shown when interleaving is on or off. The benefit of interleaving is evidentboth JSOCP-SCC and turbo receivers achieve a 0.1 bps/Hz gain over its own counterpart when interleaver is turned on. Still, in either case, JSOCP-SCC outperforms turbo receiver.
E. JSOCP-SCC Under Time-Varying Channels
Wireless channels are often time-varying in nature due to object movement and/or surrounding change. In this subsection, slow but continuously varying channels are assumed. We investigate the performance of JSOCP-SCC and turbo receivers under such time-variant channels. In particular, the Rician channel coefficients are now in which f c is the carrier frequency, v is the object velocity and c is the speed of light (3 × 10 8 m/s).
In the simulations, we set f c = 2 GHz and T s = 1/24300 second (corresponding to IS-136 system). We test JSOCP-SCC and turbo receivers under 2 modest mobile velocities: v = 3 and 5 km/h. Both velocities lead to slow-varying channels. However, in order to test the robustness of both receivers, we only use the first channel coefficient (corresponding to the first data symbol in a codeword) as h 1 in the formulation (14) , which represents a scenario of out-dated CSI. Accordingly, we have only one θ for the purpose of diversity combining in each codeword (unlike the multiple θ's in previous subsection where each θ is used for equalizing a quasi-static channel). The throughput results are illustrated in Fig. 7 . It is clear that, with increasing velocity, the throughputs achieved by both receivers degrade. Nonetheless, JSOCP-SCC outperforms turbo receiver in both tested cases. We would like to comment that if the velocity is much higher, it is then better to insert more training signals across the transmitted codeword to provide sufficiently accurate CSI in each coherent interval. 
F. JSOCP-SCC in MIMO Systems
The surging demand for high-rate data services motivates the growing deployment of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems. The proposed JSOCP-SCC receiver is compatible with MIMO transceivers. Specifically, the modulated QAM symbolsx [m] in the transmitter are first arranged along the spatial axis and then along the temporal axis. Under this setup, the mapping and code constraints remain the same as before. Instead of h 1 , we use H 1 to denote the known initial transmission channel, and then the detection constraints become 
G. Iterative Turbo JSOCP-SCC
Now, we proceed to present the numerical results by adopting the turbo principle as discussed in Section V-A. Following the iterative turbo principle, JSOCP-SCC receiver is expected to have more reliable LLRs in the cost function, and thus lead to improved performance. One noticeable but subtle difference is that we would apply the intrinsic LLRs in the turbo JSOCP-SCC, rather than the extrinsic LLRs in the conventional turbo receiver. That is, we do not subtract a priori LLRs from a posteriori LLRs (i.e., remove the dash lines and the addition components in Fig. 2 ). In Fig. 9 , we show the coded BER of both turbo JSOCP-SCC and traditional turbo receiver from iterations 1 to 3 in solid and dashed lines, respectively. We observe that the turbo JSOCP-SCC receiver improves by 0.75dB through iterations. In comparison, the turbo receiver improves significantly through iterative information exchange, though it is still inferior to JSOCP-SCC. 
H. Comparison of HARQ Pilot Allocations
In Section V-B, we have discussed the impact of different design parameters on the throughput of such an HARQ system. Here, we will numerically demonstrate the effect of pilot allocation. In the test, we fix a total of 5 pilot symbols across multiple transmissions, where a tuple ( p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 ) is used to denote the number of pilots used in each transmission. We consider two extreme cases -the first one (5,0,0,0,0) allocates all 5 pilots to the first transmission while the second one (1,1,1,1,1 ) evenly distributes the 5 pilots in 5 potential transmissions. Fig. 10 shows the results corresponding to the two allocations. Consistent with earlier results, JSOCP-SCC achieves superior throughput performance over turbo receiver for both pilot allocation schemes. For both receivers, the first allocation outperforms the second one in the low-to-medium SNR range. On the other hand, when the SNR is high enough, even distribution achieves higher throughput. The observations are consistent with the discussions in Section V-B.
VII. CONCLUSION
This work presents a new joint diversity combining algorithm for polar-coded HARQ system given partial CSI. Unlike traditional quasi-joint turbo receiver, we incorporate the channel code information in the detection process. Our proposed joint receiver manifests as an integrated optimization problem. Beyond the basic formulation, we also show the extensions to various scenarios, and demonstrate the prominent advantage of JSOCP-SCC over turbo receiver. We can further incorporate the turbo principle into the JSOCP-SCC receiver so as to improve the HARQ throughput efficiency. In future works, it would be of interest to theoretically investigate the placement of pilots in HARQ retransmissions for throughput optimization.
APPENDIX PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
LetR ∈ C N r L×M and R ∈ C N r L×M denote the noiseless and noisy received signals in one frame, respectively. 
As described in Section II, we focus on the case of N t = 1. Thus, U s andŪ s degenerate to vector u s andū s , respectively, and¯ s degrades to a scalarσ s . BecauseR = hx, where h ∈ C N r L×1 and x = [x [1] . . . x [M] ] ∈ C 1×M , we can obtain the following equation from the relationship of subspaces
where β = e j ψ h .
